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Note from The Editor

VERONICA LIND
Editor, Marketing and Communications
for Hastings District Flying Club

March celebrates our
Young HDFC Student Pilots
Boeing conservatively projected that aviation will need 790,000 new pilots by 2037 to meet growing demand. This
could be a reason why HDFC has attracted many teenagers to learn to fly. Of course, our young pilot students have
a deep interest in aviation. They dream it, spot planes and wear their wings proudly on their chest. It’s a sign of great
pride in their hard earned achievement. All of our instructors have noticed a huge jump in maturity levels during the
period when they are learning to fly with HDFC. They have all turned into very responsible, safety conscious and
caring young adults.
In this March issue, we feature some of our young student pilots. March is also a special time for women aviators in
line with IWD. Do you know that Raymonde de Laroche was the world's first female who earned a pilot licence on
March 8 1910? We hear many stories about women aviators. Yet, the International Society of Women Airline Pilots
reported January this year that only 6.6 percent of pilots are female. Women pilots can bridge the gap of the
significant and long-term shortage of aviation talent. HDFC is very proud that we have a number of young female
flying students who are remarkably smart, beautiful and ambitious.
To all of our young flying students, I say

Let Your Dreams Take Flight!
We had a photo shoot with the beautiful Dior Toppazzini, one of our 2019 flying scholarship students. Many thanks
to Stuart Lyall Photography for his time and effort to do this photo shoot on a very hot sunny afternoon. Photos of
Dior and our Sling aircraft are found in this issue of Propwash.
We continue to seek stories for Propwash, so please send them to editor@hdfc.com.au.
Enjoy this March 2020 issue.
Let your dreams take flight,
Veronica
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ROD DAVISON | PRESIDENTS REPORT

Presidents Report
March 2020
Introducing the Sling2 24-8470.
About 2 years ago the HDFC committee implemented a plan to change its aircraft fleet. The goal
was to ultimately operate two Sling 2 aircraft. I am pleased to announce the transition is now
complete. It has been a hectic eighteen months with the timeline being:

PRESIDENTS REPORT
MARCH 2020
BY ROD DAVISON

‣ June 2018 – Foxbat 7395 sold
‣ May 2019 – CTLS 6669 sold
‣ June 2019 – Sling 1624 purchased
‣ October 2019 – Foxbat 8685 sold
‣ January 2020 – Sling 8470 purchased
The popularity of the Sling aircraft has endorsed the committee decision with utilisation reaching record levels. At the moment
two aircraft is the best fit as we enter a period of consolidation. The club is comfortably positioned to be proactive in the ever
changing recreational aviation scene and aircraft marketplace.
Introduction of the new Sling aircraft has also prompted a change to the use of Premium Unleaded fuel. Doug Toppazzini has
constructed a fuel cart with an electric pump making the fuelling process easy. Rotax engines prefer the use of mogas, with
reduced maintenance adding to the advantage of the lower cost. A recent ATO ruling exempting payment of the road tax
component makes the fuel even more attractive.
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ROD DAVISON | PRESIDENTS REPORT

Rebranding of promotional material following the arrival of our second Sling is currently underway. The Trial Introductory
Flight (TIF) is now known as a Discovery Flight. Priced at $150 there is a large demand by those interested in the dream of
flight. Uptake to student pilots is quite high.
Noise complaints arising from operations at PMQ are rising. CFI Steve and myself attended a meeting organised by airport
management to discuss the complaints and possible solutions. Complaints centred around the frequency rather than the
magnitude of noise. Along with the other flying schools we discussed possible changes to local operating procedures.
Airport management is now collating ideas presented and will shortly release a draft document addressing the issues.
When it comes to hangar doors, Mark Crawford is the man of the moment. The doors are now rolling freely thanks to Mark’s
expertise, time and effort. Installation of the new tracks was a big job which Mark almost single handedly performed.
Refusing payment for his labour and only charging for materials, Mark was able to keep the cost contained to $3500. This is
a fine example of the club ethos permeating the HDFC with club members contributing for the good of the club. Thanks
Mark, we are all grateful.
Congratulations to all award recipients at the HDFC 2019 Presentation Dinner. A large crowd recognised and applauded
member achievements during the year. Rod Hall was announced Pilot of the Year while the Club Person of the Year was
shared between David Toulson and Doug Toppazzini. Student Pilot of the Year was Nicolas Tessede with Simon Guthrey
taking the gong for Most Proficient Pilot. It was particularly pleasing to see most of the Wings and Solo awards going to our
younger pilots.
The Presentation Dinner also provided the perfect opportunity to introduce our 2019 Flying Scholarship recipients.
Congratulations to Amy Irving, Conner Warneken and Dior Toppazzini. All are now well on their way to first solo and pilot
certificate. Provision of three scholarships was made possible by the generous donation of funds by the Ludriks and Baker
families. Jimi and Mathew, both former HDFC scholarship recipients, are fulfilling their flying dreams with Cathay Pacific.
Another highly successful event to close off 2019 was the HDFC Open Day. The aircraft display area was filled to capacity
with the Fire Boss water bomber attracting most attention. Other displays included a large collection of plastic and flying
models, a “how to” maintenance workshop, historical and club activity photo display and an Aerial Firefighters photographic
exhibition. Thanks to all our enthusiastic club members who ensured the success of this event, promoting the club in its best
light to the community. As pressure grows across the country on airport operations it is vital we heighten community
awareness of the benefits of aviation.
Congratulations to Doug Toppazzini on obtaining his LAME qualification. Doug is a true professional and along with the
maintenance team of Alan, Glenn and Jon ensures our aircraft are kept in top condition. This qualification will hopefully help
the club meet the upcoming CASA criteria for the new increased MTOW category.
The club welcomes Brian Chow to its team of instructors. Brian is a keen gyrocopter flyer with his own craft. He is a newly
qualified RAAus Instructor and is also working toward his GA Commercial Licence. His enthusiasm and love of flying ideally
suits him to the flying club environment. Meanwhile, Bob Needham is conducting an instructor course for two of our
members, Bruce Dunlop and Doug Toppazzini. Good luck boys with plenty of hard work ahead.
In closing I would like to welcome aboard all new members. You have joined a vibrant club providing lots of affordable
flying opportunities and social activities. Don’t be a stranger. Get involved and I guarantee an enjoyable experience.
Hastings District Flying Club is the home of Recreational Aviation in Port Macquarie since 1989.

Rod
PRESIDENT@HDFC.COM.AU
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | KYNAN SCHNEIDER

KYNAN SCHNEIDER

What got you interested in aviation?
That's a really good question. I guess I got the flying bug when I was about 3 years old. I don't
know where it came from. I don't remember a specific event that triggered it. It's just like it was
somehow programmed into me. It's all a bit weird.
What stage of flying lessons are you at now and what are you looking forward to next?
I have got my pilot certificate, but I don't think I will go any further with my flying for the time
being. I'm going to concentrate on finishing school for now, and then I will go straight on to my
private and commercial pilot's licences. Knocking over my PPL and CPL is really important to me.
What do you want to do after you’ve become a pilot?
I think I would want to build some hours in general aviation before I move onto the airlines. I think there is a lot more adventure to
be had in GA than there is in the airlines. I'd like to have a go at flying freight and getting some time in the big twin Cessnas.
Ultimately though I'd like to fly airlines. I'm really not fussy which one. Just to be flying jets or turboprops would be awesome.
How has learning to fly changed you?
It has really improved my knowledge of aviation. I have a much better understanding of aviation legislation, engines and systems,
aerodynamics - the technical aspects of aviation. It has also given me something to focus on and to channel my energy. I have also
made a lot of friends through aviation.
What is flying with HDFC like?
It is really enjoyable and fills my weekends. I like that it is a casual way to learn to fly. You can enjoy yourself and get a good standard
of training and have fun while you're doing it. I think it is more fun and social than the more structured flying schools. It is a really
social way to learn to fly. Also, flying light aircraft increases your skills and will make it easier later on when I learn to fly heavier
aircraft, just like it was transitioning from the Foxbat to the Sling.
Why would you recommend your friends to learn to fly with HDFC?
I think learning at HDFC gives the student a good exposure to aviation. There is a lot of experience in the club. It helps develop your
passion for aviation. Its a good way to socialise with like-minded people. There is alway good hangar talk going on. It allows you to
build a group of friends to go flying with, and have fun while developing your skills.
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | MAX MANGAN

MAX MANGAN

Why did you decide to learn to Fly?
I did a trip to the US when I was 12 and after the flight the flight attendant invited me up to the cockpit to have a look
around. That really sparked my initial interest in learning to fly.
I also have an Uncle who used to fly Mirage jets with the RAAF. He is currently a glider pilot and competes in gliding
competitions. He has been a big inspiration to me and has helped me along my journey to become a pilot.
What stage of flying lessons are you at now and what are you looking forward to next?
I am getting toward the end of my training now, and am doing practice forced landings at the moment. I need to do a few
more theory exams too. I am really looking forward to getting my certificate so I can go out to the airport and fly at will. It will
be great to be able to jump in a plane and get out there and explore. I'm looking forward to the challenges I will face being
up there on my own, having my limits tested, and continuing to learn.
What do you want to do after you’ve become a pilot?
My end game is to fly commercially. I would love to be a captain on a Boeing 787, or even a 747 if they are still around then!
Qantas would be my first choice of airlines. Before that though, I would like to join the RAAF as a direct entry pilot, and fly
fast jets.
How has learning to fly changed you?
It has opened my eyes to new challenges that I never thought I would have to face. I had to change instructors during my
training. I started out with Steve and then changed to John about when I was due to go solo, and that created challenges. I
had to transition from the Faoxbat to the Sling at about the same time, and had to deal with some severe weather. I'm happy
that I was able to get over these issues.
What is flying with HDFC like?
Everyone in the club is friendly and welcoming. They are all open for a chat and they are really funny. It is a great community
and I love being a part of it.
Why would you recommend your friends to learn to fly with HDFC?
Getting to fly an aeroplane yourself is an opportunity that not many people have a chance to experience. HDFC does a
great job in opening that opportunity up to anyone.
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | NICOLAS TESSEDE

NICOLAS TESSEDE

What got you interested in aviation?
That's a hard question! I guess I picked up the flying bug from my Dad. He did his flight training
over in Tahiti when we lived there. As a kid, Dad would fly me around the islands in a Cessna 152.
When we moved to Australia I was always an av-geek. I met a friend Zach Clarke, who had a flight
simulator set-up at home. I had a go at it and I just knew I had to get one for myself. I've flown
thousands of hours on that simulator and still fly it extensively today. I first flew with HDFC a few
years ago. I did two trial flights in two consecutive years; one with Steve in the Foxbat, and one with
Mike in the CTLS. I loved them! I learned abut the HDFC flying scholarships through school. Our
careers advisor came up to me and handed me an application form. I completed it and was lucky
enough to be one of the recipients.

Nicolas Tessede when
he was 8 years old.
I’m sure he had the
flying bug much
earlier!

What stage of flying lessons are you at now and what are you looking forward to next?
I just recently completed my cross-country endorsement and have in the past week moved across to AIAC to begin my RPL
conversion. I'm now learning to fly the Diamond DA-40NG, which I will be flying in right up until I complete my commercial
license. The biggest difference is the size and weight of the aircraft. Even just walking on the wing, you can feel how solid the
machine is. The avionics are very advanced with the Garmin G1000 suite, and the engine systems are quite complex, with
FADEC engine controls, and two engine control units. It is a steep learning curve and there is a lot to get your hear around.
Although, after learingin to fly in the Foxbat and the Sling, the Diamond is easy to land!
What do you want to do after you’ve become a pilot?
My ultimate goal is the airlines. I'm not at all fussy which one. I like the aircraft of course, but the travel and the conditions look
great too. It will have to be domestic as I have a restriction on my medical, but I am okay with that. I want to fly domestic. I would
love to own my own aeroplane one day too. That'd be great fun!
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | NICOLAS TESSEDE

How has learning to fly changed you?
I guess it has changed me in terms of being able to handle pressure, and to make decisions. The weather related go/no-go
decision is always a tough one, but you are always making decisions, and solving problems. Especially traffic related
problems around Port Macquarie. It is a very busy airport at times and it is easy to get overwhelmed Flying has turned me
into the sort of person that can handle that. It has certainly improved my situational awareness. It never ends though. Even
yesterday when I was learning the Diamond, I would have been lost had I not been flying with an instructor. I just didn't
have the capacity to deal with everything in the cockpit and deal with the traffic at the same time. It's challenging, but also
great fun.
What is flying with HDFC like?
Flying with HDFC is really enjoyable. It was well organised and I was able to fit my lessons around school. It is quite structured
and the briefings were very good. Learning the different aircraft was excellent experience, moving from the Foxbat to the Sling,
and moving from steam gauges to the EFIS. The club itself is great. All the members and instructors are very friendly. I have only
just started competing in the club competitions and this is great fun, while at the same time keeping your skills sharp at an
affordable price.
Why would you recommend your friends to learn to fly with HDFC?
All the reasons listed above. It is an affordable, social and well organised flying school.

NICOLAS TESSEDE
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | JABYN BEDDOE

JABYN BEDDOE
What got you interested in aviation?
I've been interested in aeroplanes since I was a kid. I used to watch a cartoon called JJ the Jetplane when I was 3 years old. I used
to love watching the aeroplanes that flew over my house. Whenever I travelled with my family I would watch the aeroplanes and
was able to name them all.
What stage of flying lessons are you at now and what are you looking forward to next?
I am just about to start my circuits next lesson. I am really looking forward to being able to land the plane. Also going solo will be a
big achievement. I think that being able to fly an aeroplane on your own would be really exciting.
What do you want to do after you’ve become a pilot?
My short term goal would be to buy my own aeroplane so that I can fly my family around. As a career I would like to eventually fly for
Qantas international. Qantas is my favourite airline and flying those massive jets would be a blast. Flying internationally really
appeals to me. I love the idea of travelling to lots of new places and exploring the world, and to get paid to do it!
How has learning to fly changed you?
Learning to fly has really helped me to become more disciplined and process oriented. It has given me structure and I feel I am less
reckless than I was before I started. Flying gives me a sense of freedom. When I take off in the aeroplane it feels soothing and is an
excellent way to relieve stress.
What is flying with HDFC like?
So far, learning to fly with HDFC has been a smooth experience. The members are friendly, the instructors are nice and well
educated. It seems like a really friendly club and very sociable.
Why would you recommend your friends to learn to fly with HDFC?
Learning to fly with HDFC is great because it opens up opportunities. Recreational aviation is an affordable way to get into flying. It
offers fantastic new experiences, and allows you to challenge yourself. It broadens your knowledge and opens doors for your future.
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | DIOR TOPPAZZINI

Celebrating HDFC
Young Student Pilots
DIOR TOPPAZZINI
We are delighted to feature the beautiful Dior Toppazzini, one of our
2019 flying scholarship winners. Dior attends school at MacKillop
College and frequently flies with her Dad, Doug who also maintains the
club’s aircraft. Dior’s grandfather worked on DC10’s. Dior is very
excited to go first solo very soon!
Dior hopes to be a “Flying Vet” some day helping out at rural
communities.
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | ABBEY SHEATHER-WELSH

The talented …
ABBEY SHEATHER-WELSH
Abbey Sheather-Welsh has been flying with HDFC for over a year and gained a $2500
flying scholarship through RAAus.
When Abbey was in school she went to Tamworth for a three day Aviation expo (called RACE,
Rotary Aviation Careers Expo). Wingham Rotary helped fund the trip. That trip experience
cemented her interest to go into aviation.
Abbey is a busy young girl. Besides flying, she cast in films, music clips and advertisements. She
was part of the filming crew in the Australian movie Ghindaring (about yowies) and played a
minor role in that movie. She was cast in Andrew Saunder's music video Deadly.
Abbey has been working for Aurora Show FX for five years now. Her job involves setting up the
stage, lighting and audio for events from music festivals to cat walks to small conferences.
Abbey is one of our young student pilots, of whom we are most proud, especially after she
achieved her first solo on 29 January 2020.
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | AMY IRVING

The smart …
AMY IRVING
Amy Irving lives in Kempsey. She is HDFC’s 2019 flying scholarship winner and an active
member of the Australian Air Force Cadets. She reached the rank of Cadet Under Officer (the
highest rank achievable by a cadet).
Amy believes that learning to fly with HDFC could be her start to a flying career with the Royal Flying
Doctor Service.
Amy will be off to Canada in July to do an international exchange with cadets!
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CELEBRATING HDFC YOUNG STUDENT PILOTS | ANNA NARITSUKA-HAYLER

Multi-talented …
ANNA NARITSUKA-HAYLER
Anna was another flying scholarship student who
lives in Sydney.
Anna flies following the footsteps of dad and granddad. She’s in the Air Cadets 304 sqn and also a very
talented musician, playing the violin around the
world. Anna also practices Kendo martial arts. So
watch out for this multi-talent! We’ll see Anna again
during the school holidays I’m sure.

Anna visits HDFC during the school holidays to
continue her flying lessons. Here she is with the
2019 flying scholarship winners, Amy Irving and
Connor Warneken.
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CELEBRATING HDFC WOMEN STUDENT PILOTS | VERONICA LIND

KAYE HUTCHINSON
went first solo in the Victa
Air Tourer VH-PMA with
HDFC in 1963

Celebrating HDFC
Women Student Pilots

F

Flashback
The first woman who learnt to fly with the Hastings District Flying Club was Greta Yabsley
in 1958. Greta learnt to fly the DH82 with Joe Lee, the original club’s flying instructor. In
the 1970’s, Greta purchased her own aircraft and remained socially involved in the club
until her untimely death.

Kaye Hutchinson was a mother of 6 children and went first solo in the Victa Air Tourer VHPMA 57 years ago. Following Kaye, Young Sue Dent enrolled for flying lessons in 1964.
In 1977, Mrs June Drummond, who had a fear of flying, received her first solo certificate.
PROPWASH MAR 2020
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FLASHBACK | VERONICA LIND
Photo courtesy of Port Macquarie News

F

Flashback

People in Port Macquarie were already showing interests in flying in the 1920s.
This Avro 504K biplane first arrived from Britain in May 1920 as one of the first
five of 100 surplus World War I aircraft given to Australia as part of the so-called
Imperial Gift of 1919. The British Government had an ulterior motive for the
Imperial Gift. It had far too many planes and, by giving them to member nations
of the Commonwealth, the defence chiefs were saved the embarrassment of
having to destroy them.

* Eight weeks later, the
Australian Flying
Corps became the
Royal Australian Air
Force.

This Avro 504K biplane piloted by Lieutenant Frank Roberts of the Australian
Flying Corps* was the first aircraft that landed on Port Macquarie's recreation
ground (today’s Oxley Oval) on Saturday, 5th February 1921 for a series of
demonstration passenger flights. Many locals took the opportunity for a trial
journey of flight at a cost of 50 bob (2 pounds, 10 shillings) each (which wasn’t
cheap at that time).
The aircraft skimmed low over the town, Hastings River and the ocean. The Port
Macquarie News, noted: ‘It was evidently a fascinating experience, and all who
ventured were delighted with having a chance to fly before reaching the angelic
state of existence.’
Twenty one months after the aircraft landed in Port Macquarie, another Avro 504K
was to become the first plane operated by Qantas to carry a paying passenger.
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23 NOVEMBER 2019 WORKING BEES | VERONICA LIND

Busy Bees preparing for
HDFC Open Day
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24 NOVEMBER 2019 HDFC OPEN DAY | VERONICA LIND

HDFC opened its club house and hangar
doors to the public on 24 November 2019.
The event attracted many young children
who had the experience of what it is like to
be at the cockpit.
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24 NOVEMBER 2019 HDFC OPEN DAY | VERONICA LIND

This photo from Mary Pavicich
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24 NOVEMBER 2019 HDFC OPEN DAY | VERONICA LIND

Thanks to Anthony Hopfe for his
mobile coffee service

The best place for young
Chris to earn some
pocket money is in front
of Dad’s “Bat”.
More photos on Facebook - http://bit.ly/hdfcopenday2019
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24 NOVEMBER 2019 HDFC OPEN DAY | VERONICA LIND

The two Mark's on BBQ duty :)

Richscape
Photography
exhibited their
aerial fire fighter
photos during the
open day
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24 NOVEMBER 2019 HDFC OPEN DAY | VERONICA LIND

Many people were curious
about how Fire Boss operates

Diary of media events

‣ Article in Port News - https://
www.portnews.com.au/story/
6496619/flying-club-offersplenty-to-see-and-do-at-openday
‣ Article on home-made aircraft https://www.portnews.com.au/
story/6500868/passionatepilots-flying-high-in-homemade-hobby/
‣ 22 November Interview by ABC
Mid North Coast Peter
Rasmussen and Ray Lind
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AIRCRAFT PHOTO SESSION WITH STUART LYALL PHOTOGRAPHY

Stuart Lyall Photography
The stunning photos that Stuart Lyall takes seem to freeze time and
emotion at that particular moment. As a local photographer and
videographer, Stuart works with businesses, real estate agents and
rental owners to use images and videos to tell their stories and sell
their products or services.
I worked with Stuart to take photos of our aircraft and flying student
Dior on a hot afternoon. The heat made the work hard - no regrets.
Some of the stunning photos are featured here. You will be able to see
the two slings across the wall of our bar soon.
Good work Stuart and thank you.
Contact: Stuart Lyall Photography
t/ 0434 386 430
e/ info@stuartlyallphotography.com
w/ www.stuartlyallphotography.com
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OUR AIRCRAFT | RAY LIND

Sling 2 LSA 24-8470

Sling 2 LSA 23-1624

Sling 2
Our Aircraft

THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
HANDLING THE SLING 2 LSA AIRCRAFT
Our aircraft is available for
booking on Goboko.

Airspeed limitations:
Max TOW - 600kg
BEW - 383.9kg
MAX LOAD FACTOR - up to VA / VNE +4g / -2g
Vne (Never exceed speed) 135kts IAS (Red line on ASI)
Vno (Max cruise speed) 110kts

(Never exceed unless in smooth air)

Va ( Manoeuvring speed) 91kts IAS
above this speed)

(No full or abrupt control inputs

Vfe (Max flap extension speed) 85kts IAS

(White arc on ASI)

Vs (Stalling speed flaps up at MAUW) 45kts IAS. [30*bank, Vs=50kts,
45* bank, Vs= 55kts]

If you need access to Goboko,
please contact Bruce on
secretary@hdfc.com.au

Aircraft hire fees:
$150/hr to HDFC Members
$180/hr to Guest Pilots

Vso (Stalling speed full flap extended) 40kts IAS [30* bank, Vs= 46kts, 45*
bank, Vs= 50 Demonstrated x-wind limitation 15kts
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OUR AIRCRAFT | RAY LIND

Sling 2 LSA 23-1624

Best Glide Speed:

Power Plant Limitations:
Max take off power 5800 RPM (100HP). Max 5 min
Max continuous power 5500 RPM ( 95HP)
Fuel tank capacity - 150L (75L each tank). Usable Fuel - 146L
(73L each tank). Fuel burn - approximately 18LPH@5000RPM
power setting.

Short Field Takeoff:
According to the POH, short field take offs can follow normal
take off procedures.
However in practice, conventional short field take off
procedures can be implemented.

Climb Performance:
Takeoff - F1, retract at 300’, Climb out 75 - 90kts
Vx (Best angle of climb speed) 65kts
Vy (Best rate of climb speed)

72 kts

72kts

Cruise climb 80 - 90kts
Approach Performance:
Usual approach speeds for landing - 70kts base leg, two
stages of flap, 65kts early final leg, 60kts short finals using full
flap.

Line up at the absolute end of the runway. Select first stage of
flap. Release the hand brake lock but continue to hold the
brake on firmly. Ease the throttle forward while still holding
the brake. As the tachometer goes through 4000rpm release
the brake. Apply gentle back pressure on the column to take
the weight off the nose wheel. As the aircraft reaches flying
speed, raise the nose to a higher climbing attitude than
normal to gain the VX of 65kts. Maintain this attitude and
airspeed until you have climbed above the obstacle and then
resume normal climb out procedures.

Can come back to 55kts over threshold if comfortable.

Short Field Landing:

Approach speed in gusty crosswinds - 70kts with F2, F1 or nil
flaps depending on severity of wind and turbulence.

Final approach at 60kts and full flaps. Shallow approach (long
and lower), short finals bring speed back to 55kts (+5kts or
more with turbulence / crosswinds), mains touch down very
early on RWY, column hard back, brake.
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OUR AIRCRAFT | RAY LIND

Sling 2 LSA 24-8470

Circuit / Power Settings / Procedures:
Pre Takeoff: (last check as you enter runway) FFISTT:
Flaps1, Fuel - Fullest tank, Pump ON, Instruments (all green), Strobes, Transponder, Trim.
Takeoff: Full power, (max 5 mins on full power), get the weight of the nose wheel as quickly as possible with back pressure.
Airborne, maintain a straight flight path, climbing attitude (nose clipping through the horizon) speed 75-80kts. At 300’,
check T’s and P’s in green, flaps up.
Cross Wind: At 500’, select reference point, turn crosswind, check you are at right angles to strip. Fuel pump off, be ready to turn
fuel pump back on if engine falters. Continue climbing to circuit height. (ASPT) Power now 4800 - 5000 RPM. Level out, radio call,
prepare to turn downwind.
Downwind: Check for exact height. BUMPFISH checks (fuel pump turned on here), radio call for base, power 4800rpm, turn base.
Base: (PAST) Power 3000rpm, (<85kts) Flaps 2 stages, maintain 70kts, judging your descent rate to start final turn at 700’. (PWR
controls ROD, elevator controls speed).
Finals: Check windsock, runway clear, Flaps 3 stages, maintain 65 kts. On Short Finals, speed can come back to 60kts depending on
prevailing crosswinds and turbulence.
Closedown: Brakes on, Flaps Down, ALL Switches Down (across bottom of panel), Master Off (key).
Pilot and Passenger Weight vs Full Load: Assuming 18 LPH FUEL BURN & 45 Minutes Reserve. Setting 5000RPM -102Kts, 600Kg
MAUW
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OUR AIRCRAFT | RAY LIND

Sling 2 LSA 24-8470
Fuel:
Each wing has a 75 litre tank of which 73 litres is useable. (Total 146 litres useable).
With two persons on board weighing 75kg each, approximately 90 litres of fuel will bring the Sling up to the take-off weight
of 600kgs. If fuel is just covering the bottom of the tank, that tank has 30 litres of fuel in it.
HDFC aircraft uses Mogas 95 fuel for all operations. Pilots must be briefed on the correct use of the refuelling cart before
any attempt is made at refuelling an aircraft. Contact Doug or a flying instructor for briefing.
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SLING 2 LSA 24-8470

Sling 2
Sling2 LSA 24-8470

NOW AVAILABLE
The HDFC is pleased to announce the acquisition of a second Sling 2 aircraft
is now complete.
Here’s a summary of the purchase timeline:
Acquisition of a second Sling 2 aircraft has been a slow process with several
twists and turns. Here is a brief timeline.
27th August 2019 - Agreed to purchase Sling ZU-KHG situated in South
Africa

The Sling 2 LSA 24-8470 is
available for booking on
Goboko.
If you need access to Goboko,
please contact Bruce on
secretary@hdfc.com.au

28th Nov 2019 - Offered an Australian based Sling 24-8470
16th Dec 2019 - 24-8470 delivered to PMQ for pre-purchase. An offer
containing several provisions made. Offer declined.
13th Jan 2020 - Sling ZU-KHG arrives in Australia
16th Jan 2020 - Pre-purchase inspection at Heck Field. Rotax 912 iS engine
with ongoing gearbox maintenance a red flag.
22nd Jan 2020 - Revised offer on 24-8470 accepted. The offer was $2500
lower and included provisions.
1st Feb 2020 - Sling 24-8470 goes online.
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SLING 2 LSA 24-8470

OPERATION OF SLING 2 24-8470
Engine and Fuel Management
This aircraft has the same carburetor engine and fuel system as 23-1624. The same operating procedures apply.
EFIS
A more modern MGL Challenger iEFIS is fitted. It has touch screen capabilities as well as using knobs/buttons.
Pilots will need a short brief on the operation of the iEFIS before their first flight. A user manual is available for download - http://
www.gap.aero/pdf/mgl/iEFIS-user-manual.pdf
Flaps, Trim, Radio
All the same as 23-1624.
Ground Handling
The white tow bar should be used to steer both Sling aircraft. Take care connecting and disconnecting.
DO NOT PUSH OR PULL the aircraft with the tow bar – it is for steering only. Push or pull by the propeller close to the hub.
Move aircraft slowly and carefully. Rudder damage has already occurred to the new aircraft.
Fuelling
Both aircraft use Unleaded Premium 95 available from containers in the fuelling trolley. Ensure the aircraft is at least 9 metre from
the hangar. Follow the instructions on the hangar whiteboard. If unsure seek help.
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MEMBER'S FEATURED AIRCRAFT | DAVID COOKE
David Cooke's Beechcraft A-36 Bonanza
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MEMBER'S FEATURED AIRCRAFT | GYROCOPTERS
11 Jan 2020 - HDFC welcomed the flying team
from Autogyro Australia who brought along
three examples of their #gyrocopters for us to
check out.

HAPPY AUSTRALIA DAY

This year, Veronica celebrates
Australia Day as a true Aussie!
Veronica is seen here with
Aurora.
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GOBOKO AIRCRAFT BOOKING SYSTEM

As a member of HDFC, you can use the Goboko Booking App to check when an aircraft is available, book flights, and
post messages to club members.
To create an account, please contact the Secretary who will send, to your email address, an invitation to join the HDFC
Goboko group. You will be prompted to create your own personal password.
The Goboko Booking App is available for Apple or Android mobile devices. Search “Goboko” and install the App. Sign in
with your email address and your new password. You can use Goboko to see your group bookings, book for a flight,
update your bookings, remind you when your BFR is due - with live data from the Goboko's website.
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REPAIRING THE HANGAR DOORS

Thanks Mark, we are all
grateful.
When it comes to hangar doors,
Mark Crawford is the man of the
moment. The doors are now rolling
freely thanks to Mark’s expertise,
time and effort. Installation of the
new tracks was a big job which Mark
almost single handedly performed.

Refusing payment for his labour and only charging for materials, Mark was
able to keep the cost contained to $3,500. This is a fine example of the club
ethos permeating the HDFC with club members contributing for the good of
the club.
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MEMBER FEATURE | VERONICA LIND

At 89, Geoff Litchfield still loves to fly!
Checkout his book “Fly Boy” which illustrate his aviation career.
Available for $5 at the clubhouse or online.
Photo: Geoff Litchfield (right) is flying with Ray Lind (left)
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Why learn to
fly with HDFC
“Our goal as a flying school is to produce GREAT and
RESPECTED Pilots. We do this by ensuring total aviation
safety and disciplined airmanship through accurate and
professional flying training” - Ray Lind.

Photo courtesy of Stuart Lyall Photography

WHY LEARN TO FLY WITH HDFC
The Hastings District Flying Club
incorporating Port Macquarie Recreational
Aviation has been teaching flying since 1958.
We are the leader in Recreational Flying Training
specialising in professional pilot development.
Our enthusiastic team of instructors draws on
experience from many facets of aviation and will
ensure that your flying training is conducted at Port
Macquarie Airport (YPMQ) in a friendly
atmosphere. Whether you’re starting out in flying as
a new student pilot or you are an experienced pilot
wanting to add an endorsement or need a BFR, we
can help. All training will be conducted in our Sling
2 LSA aircraft.
Safe, professional instructing is to continue and
become the hallmark of the Hastings District Flying
Club and our Flying School. With this reputation,
we will expect to build up the numbers of our flying
students and maintain our very competitive and
affordable training. We will become second to none
among all RA-AUS Flying Schools and General
Aviation Schools.
To maintain and enhance our flying hours so that
we can retain at least two aircraft for our abinitio
training as well as supporting a higher performance
machine suitable for cross country training as well
as providing a challenge and further avenue of
flying for pilots who have completed their training.
To build up our stock of highly experienced
instructors who give in depth briefing for all
lessons, have superior flying and teaching skills and
are able to give standardised lessons comparable
to any General Aviation school. Our instructors will
also keep up to date and detailed Student Records
available for any following instructor to take over
training in a logical, sequential manner.
To engender in our instructors an attitude of total
safety who are always available to give advice and
guidance to pilots covering Human Factor issues. In
this way we hope to be able to avoid occurrences
and incidents so that Human Factor lapses never
claim a victim.
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HDFC.COM.AU

cfi@hdfc.com.au

FLYING TRAINING

WHY LEARN TO FLY WITH HDFC

Gain your wings with HDFC

Ray Lind, Club Captain of HDFC has recently been appointed as Flying
Student Liaison Officer.
This new position will ensure that the standards of flying
instruction are met in accordance to CASA and delivered with
the highest quality they deserve by working alongside with CFI
Steve Smith and the other flying instructors. Ray has been
teaching flying for over 27 years.
“Our goal as a flying school is to produce GREAT and
RESPECTED Pilots. We do this by ensuring total aviation safety
and disciplined airmanship through accurate and professional
flying training”, says Ray.

Listen to the radio interview with ABC
https://soundcloud.com/vermilionpinstripes/
hdfc_radio_interview?in=vermilionpinstripes/sets/flying-club

Flying students can contact Ray at any time if they wish to
discuss their flying training or wish to address any issues.
Ray manages the club’s monthly flying competitions and annual
tri-club flying competitions. These Monthly Flying Competitions
are held on the 3rd Sunday of each month (weather permitting)
to encourage our pilots (student pilots included) to fly and
maintain currency. To achieve this, we have each pilot fly with a
mentoring check pilot or one of our instructors. The aim is to be
better than your last performance.
HDFC charges only $100 an hour with no instructor charge for
these special days. Each exercise usually takes 0.5 of an hour so
this is definitely the cheapest, most beneficial form of flying for
our pilots to maintain their confidence and currency.
“We will do all the checks and balances necessary to promote
safe aviation and improve skills because the primary goals of
HDFC have always been Safe Aviation and Professional
Airmanship, that make you great and respected pilots.”
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WHY LEARN TO FLY WITH HDFC

This diagram shows the standard training schedule for abInitio Flying Lessons used at HDFC. The student can clearly see the
order in which he/she will treat each lesson and the infographic also works as a checklist for the instructor. The diagram
indicates specific areas and qualifications needed to be gained before moving on to the next training sequence. The student,
by using this diagram is taken on an exciting journey covering each training sequence from lesson one on Effects of Controls
to the Flight Test and Pilot Certification.
The health standard required for a pilot certificate is equivalent to that required for the issue of a Private Motor Vehicle
Drivers Licence in Australia
There is no minimum age for starting flying training however you must be 15 to go solo or gain your pilot certificate.

Types of Flying Training at HDFC
Discovery Flight (TIF): A 30-40 minute “hands on” flight designed to allow you to
experience being a pilot to decide if you would like to start flying training. Cost is
$150.
Pilot Certificate: Pilot training course conducted in accordance with the RA-AUS
Operations Manual.
Flight Endorsements:
‣ Passenger Carrying
‣ Cross Country
‣ High Performance
‣ Formation
‣ Low Level
‣ Nose Wheel
‣ Controlled Airspace (available when approved by RA-Aus and CASA
Biennial Flight Review (BFR): BFRs are available for existing RA-Aus Pilot Certificate
holders. BFR cost is $210 an hour in the Sling.
GA Pilot Conversion: If you are an existing GA pilot, why not think about gaining
your Recreational Pilot Certificate. Minimum 5 hours including 1 hour solo.
Right Hand Seat Safety Course: An excellent course for partners of pilots who fly
regularly in the right hand seat. We will teach you aeroplane handling skills, how to
land and emergency procedures.

Estimated Cost to obtain a Recreational
Aviation Pilot Certificate
(total estimated at $5,000 minimum)
HDFC membership (must have): $100/year.
RAAus membership (must have): under 18 $179
per year; over 18 $250 per year plus $22 joining
fee.
Basic Aeronatical Knowledge Theory Kit (BAK):
$100.
Ground briefings (must do) 12 topics, about
12-15 hours: $30/hr
Aircraft hire (at least 20 air instruction hours on
Sling) 5% discount available for 10 hours prepaid: $150/hr
Instructor (approximately 20-25 hours): $60/hr
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DISCOVERY FLIGHT

Want to know what flying
is all about?
Buy a Discovery Flight at
$150 (vouchers available).
A 30-40 minute “hands on”
flight designed to allow you to
experience being a pilot to
decide if you would like to start
flying training.
https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store/VoucherTrial-Introductory-Flight-p44667992

BUY NOW
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28 MARCH 2020 FLY & SPY
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28 MARCH 2020 FLY & SPY

FLY & SPY
Let me describe the Course:
Starts at the Hastings River Mouth, Coastal to
Laurieton, Follow the Camden Haven River to
Kendall, Follow the railway line to Wauchope,
Follow the Hastings River to Dennis Bridge
where the course ends.

What do you have to do:
Observe the scenery and answer questions.
Work as a team - Pilot and Observer. Good
fun. No navigation skills required. All
questions multiple choice.

JOIN US IN THIS FUN FLYING EVENT
When can you fly: Saturday 28th March or any pre-arranged time the
weekend prior or during the week. Phone Rod on 0419632477.
Presentation Dinner: Saturday 28th March 6pm. $20 per person. Choice of
Steak or Chicken. Everyone welcome.
Teams: Organise your team and aircraft now.
Entry fee: $10 per aircraft.
Those flying club aircraft on Saturday 28th should book at any of the following
times - 8am, 10am, Noon, 2pm, 4pm.
Book early to avoid disappointment.
Prizes: 1st $100, 2nd $70, 3rd $30, Last Cabbage
PROPWASH MAR 2020
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HDFC RECOGNITION AND
ACHIEVEMENTS

CLUB CAPTAIN’S
REPORT - RAY LIND

Every year, HDFC recognises the achievements of our
student pilots as well as our seasoned pilots for outstanding
flying.
The presentation dinner which was held on 30 November
2019 at the HDFC club house was attended by about 60
members and their families and friends. Guest speaker was
Tim Hitchins.
Ray Lind kicked off the awards night by giving an update on
the 2019 Tri Club Competition between RNAC, MRAC and
HDFC which was to be held at Taree. However it was
postponed due to high winds forecast for the day and then
because of continuing unsatisfactory weather, it was
cancelled for the year. Manning River Aeroclub will attempt
to host the Tri Club again in 2020.
Guest Speaker: Tim Hitchins
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Captain’
s
Report
2019 AWARDS
By RAY LIND, Club Captain
Hastings District Flying Club
FIRST SOLO AWADS (Mug and Certificate)
Seven pilots achieved first solo. They were Nicolas Tessede 10.3.19, AJ
Crawford 21.3.19, Chris Munro 22.3.19, Edward Molony 12.4.19, David
Gray 8.5.19, Maxwell Mangan 9.10.19, Inez Astono 3.11.19
First solo special mention. On 7 July 2019 another one of our HDFC
pilots went through the same trepidation and momentary self doubt that
all students go through as the instructor looks across and says, ‘You can do
a Circuit by yourself!’. Dr David Cooke, with 13000 fixed wing flying hours
under his belt, was the student with the anxious look on his face and he
was sitting in a Robinson R44 helicopter! David then resolutely and
mechanically did exactly what his instructor had taught him and skilfully
performed his First Solo Helicopter Circuit. Fantastic work, David!
PILOT CERTIFICATE (Wings and Certificate)
Seven pilots proudly received their wings. They have gone through all of
the flight training, exams and flight tests and now call themselves pilots.
Mike Carroll 11.12.18, Anna Hayler 11.1.19, Billy Crowley 21.2.19, Gavin
Law 26.3.19, Kynan Schneider 1.5.19, Nicolas Tessede 10.5.19, Ed Molony
28.11.19

David Cooke with more than 13,000 fixed wing flying
hours now receiving his First Solo Helicopter Circuit
certificate.

PASSENGER ENDORSEMENT (Certificate)
Nicolas Tessede 3.6.19, Billy Crowley 7.5.19
CROSS COUNTRY CERTIFICATE
Chris Hollis 14.12.18, Mark Crawford 22.1.19, Rohan Smith 18.2.19, Ben
Farrawell 20.3.19
VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLER ENDORSEMENT (Constant Speed)
Rohan Smith 7.1.19, Billy Crowley 26.4.19
PILOT CONVERSION (Certificate)
Ross Meldrum 5.9.19
FORMATION ENDORSEMENT

CFI Steve Smith pinning the wing on Gavin Law who
can now call himself a Pilot.

Steve Woodham 29.4.19 (photo below)

Photos (first left): Steve Woodham and partner.
(second left): CFI Steve Smith pinning the wings on
Anna Hayler.
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Captain’
s
Report
2019 AWARDS
By RAY LIND, Club Captain
Hastings District Flying Club
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
The Hastings District Flying Club promotes aviation to Hastings District
youth and has offered close to 40 flying scholarships since they were
reintroduced in 2006. Twelve applications were received for the three
2019 HDFC scholarships. We have three (3) scholarship winners this
year, and this of course can lead into a flying career.
Scholarships support the students to attain a Recreational Aviation
Australia pilot certificate by providing approximately 50% of the
minimum aircraft hire, instructor, briefing costs, HDFC membership and
BAK theory kit. Training is conducted in the Sling aircraft under the
tutelage of one of the club’s Recreational Aviation Instructors.
Congratulations to the 2019 flying scholarship winners:

- Connor Warneken - Connor attends St Josephs Regional College. He
is involved with community work with the SES and hopes to be RAAF
Officer.
- Amy Irving - Amy attends St Paul’s College in Kempsey is a Cadet
Under Officer at the Australian Air Force Cadets. Amy’s aspiration is
to be a Pilot with the Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS).
- Dior Toppazzini - Dior is a student at MacKillop College and flies
with her Dad and helps out with aircraft maintenance. Dior hopes to
be a “Flying Vet” someday helping out at rural communities.
Check them out on Focus Magazine January 2020 issue - https://
issuu.com/focus.mag/docs/pmqi170/87
STUDENT PILOT OF THE YEAR

Nicolas Tessede with his flying instructor Mike
Bullock. Nicolas received the following awards: First
Solo, Pilot Certificate, Passenger Endorsement and is
also the Student Pilot of the Year 2019.

All of our students have worked very hard to gain their qualifications. It
doesn’t just happen. It can only be achieved by hard work and
dedication. Many problems are encountered along the way in gaining
their pilot’s certificate and this often takes a great deal of perseverance
by the student to overcome individual difficulties.
Our Student Pilot of the year 2019 is Nicolas Tessede.
PILOT OF THE YEAR
Our pilot of the year for 2019 has a proven track record as a pilot and
has flown a wide variety of aircraft of every conceivable type over his
career. He has become a close mentor to help other pilots, especially
with their instrument flying, has several aircraft of his own, flies
formation exercises over Port Macquarie, has involved himself
generously with certain club activities and this year revisited his
Instructor Rating to help the club out with flying training.
Our Pilot of the Year is Rod Hall.

Pilot of the Year
2019: Rod Hall
PROPWASH
MAR 2020
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Captain’
s
Report
2019 AWARDS
By RAY LIND, Club Captain
Hastings District Flying Club
PILOT PROFICIENCY AWARDS
During our monthly flying competitions, we practice flying sequences that simply follow on from our flying training. Pilots practice
emergency procedures such as Forced Landings with total engine failures as well as Partial Engine Failures. They also have fun
challenging themselves with the coordinated flying exercise known as the River Bash up the Maria River at 600’ as well as Spot
Landing exercises with and without the use of flaps.By doing these exercises consistently, our pilots get very confident and proficient
in their flying. Most pilots find that they don’t particularly perform very well at their first few attempts but with some mentoring
guidance from either Bruce or myself as air judges, it doesn’t take long to become an expert. The best part about these days also is
that it only costs you $100 an hour for your flying. Every pilot in our club should be taking advantage of this wonderful gesture from
HDFC. As always, everyone gains from flying in the competitions.
The benefits: currency, confidence, safety, comradeship to every pilot to maintain skills.
This year we have also had to adapt to the use of the Sling in the competitions. This however has presented only minor confidence
problems and once the pilots have flown several times they find it much easier than the Foxbat or the CTLS. This year we have
continued to use a 20 point bonus score for each landing regardless of whether it is in a scoring box or not to improve the quality of
our landings overall. To gain the 20 points the aircraft must touchdown exactly in the RWY centre, the column hard back with the nose
high in the air. This is working well for our pilots and is an important reminder to everyone as it’s very easy with the Sling to fall into a
very dangerous habit of landing too flat and subsequently striking the nose wheel first which of course would bring disastrous
consequences for our little aeroplane and indeed the pilot. In addition we have also incorporated into the scoring system the ‘self
brief’ prior to takeoff in case of a total engine failure or partial engine failure as well as holding the column hard back for ALL TAXIING
to remind everyone to help keep the weight and shock stress off the nose wheel.
SPOT LANDING PROFICIENCY
The Spot Landing usually takes place at the end of one of our circuit
exercises. It is for judgement in quality landings as well as gaining
scoring boxes on the ground. Coming third on 6 points was, Rod
Davison. Second on 8 points was, Mark Whatson.
The winning pilot of the Spot Landing Proficiency award on 10 pts
was Simon Guthrey.
FORCED LANDING PROFICIENCY
Judging occurs for accurate flying while doing all of the required
checks to cover a simulated total engine failure and to complete the
exercise with a perfect landing in the scoring boxes. We had an
unusual result this year with five of our pilots all coming third on the
same score for the year. So gaining three points and in third place for
the Forced Landing event we had: Ivan Daniel, Clyde Stubbs, Greg
Connors, Simon Guthrey, and Rod Davison. Coming second was Mark
Crawford on 6 points.
Our winner of the Forced Landing Proficiency trophy for
2019 on a massive 12 points was Mark Whatson.
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Captain’
s
Report
2019 AWARDS
By RAY LIND, Club Captain
Hastings District Flying Club

PROFICIENCY PILOT for the YEAR
Trophy)

(Vern Polley Memorial

The overall winner of our PPDs has proven competence in all
sequences. This year again shows a real battle between the two top
scores and more than ever indicates that to do well in the
competitions you just have to be consistent in your attendance and
at the same time improve and enhance your flying skills.
Consistency and accuracy have definitely paid off for our winner in
all areas.
Gaining the third highest score on 5 pts : we had Mark Crawford
and Mark Whatson. Second highest score on 7 points was Rod
Davison.
However, our worthy winner of the 2019 Vern Polley Proficiency
Trophy and Overall winner just sneaking ahead by two points with a
score of 9 pts is Simon Guthrey. Simon only gained his Pilots
Certificate two years ago and now he has won the overall flying
trophy for 2019.
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Captain’
s
Report
2019 AWARDS
By RAY LIND, Club Captain
Hastings District Flying Club
CLUB PERSON for the YEAR
Two committee members share the award for Club Person of the Year 2019.
David Toulson who works so hard in the background making sure Money matters. David as Treasurer and Public Officer puts
the club on check and we always welcome his wise business opinions.
Doug Toppazzini takes care of maintaining the aircraft and recently embarked on a project using his engineering skills to save
the club money by using Mogas instead of aviation fuel.

The Stirrer of the Year award didn’t go to
anyone this year. HDFC has been tasked to be
the custodian of the Stirrer Spoon till we
award it to the next recipient.
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HDFC MONTHLY FLYING COMPETITIONS

Report
Captain’s
HDFC FLYING
COMPETITION
A special congratulations to our new pilots, Kynan Schneider and
Nicolas Tessede for doing so well.
The Flying Competitions really are the most economic and sensible way for
ALL of our pilots to maintain their currency and confidence. Your level of
experience doesn’t matter as no one will criticise or ridicule you if you can’t
yet achieve what some of the more experienced pilots can do. Everyone has
to start somewhere and shown from our past experience, it doesn’t take
long for novice pilots to become very proficient pilots and who knows, you
could be soon taking home the winning medal for the month like Kynan
Schneider. Even our student pilots can compete provided they have done
Forced Landings in their training to date.

CLUB CAPTAIN’S
REPORT - RAY LIND

Proposed 2020 Flying Comp
Dates
22 March @ PQQ
19 April
17 May @ CMH
21 June
19 July
16 August
20 September
18 October
15 November

See you at the next Flying Comp. for the best flying ever!
PHOTO: Sr Flying Instructor Mike Bullock with Flying Students Kenyan Schneider and Nicolas Tessede
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Captain’s Report
JANUARY 2020 FLYING
COMPETITION
By RAY LIND, Club Captain
Hastings District Flying Club
For our first flying competition for the year the weather looked very
promising with light winds and high cloud forecast. As usual however, later
in the day, the winds did increase to about 13 kts with a slight crosswind.
These conditions do not present any real problem for the Sling and a pilot
who is current and competent. We had six (6) pilots fly the competition
sequence which was ok considering it was the day following our Australia
Day celebrations. Our participating pilots all took advantage of the cheap
rates of $100 an hour for these days, along with no Instructor fees. This is a
huge saving but most importantly, this is the best way for all of us to
maintain our flying currency in a fun and challenging way. Remember you
don’t have to be a ‘super pilot’ to fly in these events! You just need to be a
pilot who wants to maintain his/her currency. We will teach you how to
improve your techniques and to regain your confidence. Our flying events
for January were as follows.
1000' CIRCUIT (Spot Landing)
In this exercise we required the pilot to fly a perfect circuit with altitudes
within +/-50’ tolerance for the whole sequence plus strict airspeed
monitoring. Most of us are still becoming familiar with the Sling 2 aircraft
so this proves to be a perfect exercise to get our pilots comfortable with
flying the Sling and its slightly different procedures due to the fuel pump
operation and familiarisation with the EFIS display. This sounds easy but it
does require some serious concentration and discipline. Our results were:

BONUS POINTS
Bonus landing points are gained by the pilot
landing CORRECTLY and SMOOTHLY on the
mains, holding the column HARD BACK, (nose
wheel well above this runway) and the
undercarriage straddling the CENTRE LINE. A
landing which is too firm or bounced gains no
points at all. A maximum of 40 points can be
gained with the two landings.
1st Mark Whatson 20 pts, 2nd John Cleland 10
pts.
OVERALL
With some very accurate and smooth flying,
coming first was John Cleland. He scored 228
points overall and this is his first competition
win.
Second place was gained by Mark Whatson on
213 points and coming third was Mark Crawford
on 181 points.
Well done to all of our participating pilots.

1st John Cleland 109 pts, 2nd Mark Crawford 85 pts, 3rd Mark Whatson 84
pts
RIVER BASH
This is a coordinated Flying Exercise up the Maria River which requires
careful attention from the pilot to maintain exactly 600’, keep the aircraft
balanced at all times and remain positioned exactly over the centre of the
river. Flying the Sling in all low level operations also requires the pilot to
apply the fuel pump and then of course to turn it off once the aircraft is
climbing and at a safe height.
1st Mark Crawford and Graham Smith 56 pts, 2nd John Cleland 47 pts.
FORCED LANDING
Our pilots are finding that the Sling glides quite nicely and no real changes
are required in the basic technique apart from remembering to apply the
fuel pump as the first check once the Forced Landing has commenced.
Today we initiated our simulated total engine failure at 2000’ over the field.
The Sling glides quite nicely at the optimum speed of 72kts.

January 2020 Flying Competition Winner:
John Cleland

1st Mark Whatson 77 pts, 2nd John Cleland 62 pts, 3rd Mark Crawford 40
pts
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Captain’s Report
FEBRUARY 2020 FLYING
COMPETITION
By RAY LIND, Club Captain
Hastings District Flying Club
Our February Flying Competition was flown in perfect conditions with
only a slight crosswind which made for some high scores with pilots
landing nicely in the scoring boxes. We had seven(7) pilots compete
and take advantage of our cheap flying rates of $100 an hour for these
events and enjoy our valuable flying exercises. Today we also welcomed
two of our newly qualified pilots who have only held their pilot
certificates for a short time. Kynan Schneider and Nicolas Tessede were
both HDFC Scholarship students last year so it’s great to see them flying
in the monthly competitions. We’d love to see more of our new pilots
and even our students, if they are in the advanced stage of their
training, have a go at the very important flying activities which are really
just an extension of their flying training exercises.
Today, we also used our new Sling aircraft, 24-8470 for all of the flying
events. 8470 proved itself to be a delightful aircraft to fly and for most
of our pilots, this was their first time in the aircraft.
Partial Engine Failure / Spot Landing
In this exercise we simulated a partial engine failure with the engine
producing only 3000RPM at the beginning of the downwind leg. This is
not enough power to maintain altitude so it allows the pilot to
experience what it feels like to suffer a partial engine failure. The pilot
must immediately revert to the best glide speed for the aircraft and
then complete an abbreviated circuit, calculated to end with a perfect
landing on the large touchdown marker.
Our highest scoring pilots today were:

Forced Landing .. continue
This exercise allows the pilot to practice the essential
emergency checks as well as being able to choose
and judge a satisfactory landing position on the
ground with confidence and complete accuracy. The
Sling glides quite well so a forced landing shouldn’t
present any great problem for the pilot provided
there is a clear space to land nearby.
1st Rod Davison 85 pts, 2nd Kynan Schneider 44 pts,
3rd Nicolas Tessede 41 pts.
BONUS POINTS
Landing an aircraft is always regarded as the most
difficult and skilful part of the flying exercise. For this
reason we have introduced bonus points to be
gained for perfect landings, regardless of whether
the pilot is in the scoring boxes. The smooth landing
has to occur with the column hard back whilst
maintaining a position exactly in the middle of the
runway to score a maximum of 20 points for each
landing. Our impressive pilots today were:
1st Rod Davison, Mark Crawford and Kynan
Schneider 20 pts. ( The Maximum bonus points
would be 40 pts)
2nd Nicolas Tessede 10 pts.
OVERALL
1st With some very impressive flying was, Kynan
Schneider on 238 points.

1st Kynan Schneider 100pts, 2nd Rod Davison 90, 3rd Mark Whatson
pts

2nd Rod Davison 198 points.

River Bash

A special congratulations to our new pilots, Kynan and
Nicolas for doing so well.

(Co ordinated Flying Exercise up the Maria River at 600')

3rd Nicolas Tessede 179 points.

This exercise is lots of fun for the pilot but more importantly it teaches
the importance of the correct use of the rudder during steep turns at a
low altitude. Low level flying like this requires intense concentration
from the pilot. The Sling is a very stable little aircraft so pilots are finding
this exercise reasonably straightforward and a lot of fun.
1st Rod Davison 63 pts, 2nd Nicolas Tessede and Kynan Schneider 62
pts.
Forced Landing
A total engine failure or a partial engine failure, although extremely
rare, can occur at any time.

February 2020 Flying Competition Winner:
Kenyan Schneider
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22 MARCH 2020 FLYING COMPETITION

IMPORTANT: PLEASE TAKE NOTE
Flying Competition is at Port Macquarie Airport!
Sunday, 22 March 2020
Flying Events from 8.30am
There will not be any lunch.

CFI RAMBLINGS | STEVE SMITH

CFI Ramblings
We have the right aircraft and we have the best people
running the club.
Congratulations to Nicolas Tessede on gaining his cross country endorsement. It’s been a long,
frustrating road for Nicolas due to unfortunate weather: smoke, fires and wind. To celebrate his
success, Nicolas flew his Dad to Scone for lunch a few days later! A very thoughtful thing to do.
Stephan, Nicolas’ father, had a French licence and has flown all over Western Europe with his own
Dad. Having passed his Class 1 medical, there will be nothing stopping Nicolas now from being in
the sharp end of a jet in a few years!

STEVE SMITH
Chief Flying Instructor

A special thanks goes to Doug Toppazzini for his ingenious ‘fuel trolley’. Being able to use 95
Octane car fuel in our aircraft is saving us heaps! Also, if we can convince the government that we
are not road users, we can have another 43c per litre refunded to us. The lower fuel use of the
Sling aircraft is also a pleasant surprise. With these savings we hope to be able to hold our low aircraft hire charges for a
few more years yet. Its ok to use Avgas if totally necessary as the two fuels mix ok but this shouldn’t need to happen
very often. We also request that at the end of each flight, the last pilot makes sure there are at least 60 to 80 Ltrs on
board ready for the next guy or gal.
At a recent meeting with the Port Macquarie Hastings Council we were advised of noise complaints coming from
residents living near or in the SE quarter to the airport. In the interests of ‘fly neighbourly’, we decided that when
using RWY 21 we would maintain runway heading until reaching at least 700’. This will see us level at 1000’ by the
time we reach the first lot of houses. There will be no change to procedures when using RWY 03. The Sling is the
quietest aircraft in our area, however we will still do our bit. Any other measures will be up to the instructors to
implement.
We are coming up to the best time of the year weather wise, so its best to fly frequently and finish those licences and
cross countries before the onset of the August/September westerlies.
We have the right aircraft and also we have the best people running the club. When you look back on the expertise
that we have, its is amazing to see the right people in the right positions all contributing to the success of the club.
Don’t forget the instructors whose combined hours and experience is staggering for a recreational club.
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CFI Report
BY: STEVE SMITH

Nicolas Tessede’s achievements:
Cross Country Endorsement 18 Feb 2020

Charles Hopley's achievements:
First Solo 20 January 2020

Chris Munro’s achievements:
Pilot Certificate 13 March 2020

Chris Munro is the latest not so young achiever to
gain his pilots licence . Chris is a long time neighbour
of Rod Davidson and is a very busy father and
businessman who was looking for a stimulating
hobby. Great effort to fit in many early morning starts
and then off to work . You earned your wings.

Ed Moloney’s achievements:
Pilot Certificate 28 November 2019

Abbey Sheather-Welsh’s achievements:
First Solo 29 January 2020
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AIRCRAFT WASHING ROSTER
It is the individual pilot’s responsibility to care for our valuable aircraft.
This not only involves washing and keeping them clean and tidy but also in
general movement of any aircraft within the hangar. Treat our aircraft as
your very own because as a member you have part ownership of these
aircraft. Please take care of them and help us keep our costs down by
looking after them.
Why an aircraft washing roster? Our aircraft are our purpose. It is vital we care for these valuable assets. The benefits of
regular washing and cleaning are numerous. A roster is the best way to ensure this regularity.
Why me? This roster is sent to all regular Sling pilots. The HDFC committee believes it is the responsibility of all pilots who fly
club aircraft to ensure they are maintained in a clean and tidy manner. Sharing the load benefits all and keeps costs down.
How does it work? Two people are scheduled on a fortnightly basis. Washing can occur at any time during this period. The
first person listed should contact the two below to arrange a suitable time. Book the aircraft on the calendar.
If you cannot perform your duty in the allocated time period you may arrange a swap with another team. Any changes should
be clearly shown on the noticeboard roster.

The duty. Both Slings are to be washed. This can occur simultaneously or one after the other. Division of labour is your choice.
A box of cleaning materials including instructions is in the hangar. Please read instructions especially with regard to Perspex.
When finished please date and sign the duty roster also found in the box of cleaning materials.

Aircraft movement. The hangar
is full with aircraft in close
proximity. Please exercise
extreme care in moving aircraft to
avoid damage. Pay particular
attention to wingtips moving over
propellors and windscreens.
Ideally three people should be
involved with one on each
wingtip and one moving.
Questions? Please contact Rod
Davison if you have any questions
or problems concerning this
roster. He will act as the coordinator.
Thank you for your assistance in
sharing the load.
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AIRCRAFT WASHING ROSTER
2020
Fortnight Beginning

Team

Phone

23/3/20 to 6/4/20

Nicholas Tessede

0405939245

Kynan Schneider

0447620600

Aaron Crawford

0403866118

Mark Crawford

0265827082

Charles Hopley

0488680777

Jonathon Hopley

0488680772

Rod Davison

0419632477

Col Hayler

0437478549

Dior Toppazzini

0410184606

Amy Irving

65621502

Craig Whiting

0406025416

Ed Godschalk

65844339

Bruce Dunlop

65595444

Mark Whatson

65596407

Connor Warneken

65863987

Ray Lind

0428820698

Mike Bullock

0412237787

6/4 to 20/4

20/4 to 4/5

4/5 to 18/5

18/5 to 1/6

1/6 to 15/6

15/6 to 29/6

29/6 to 13/7

13/7 to 27/7

Sam Beukers
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HOSPITALITY ROSTER
2020
Duty is from 5pm to 8pm of a Friday evening. If unavailable arrange a swap.
13th March

Bruce Dunlop

20th March

Doug Toppazzini

27th March

Rod Davison

3rd April

Ray Lind

10th April

Mike Bullock

17th April

John Hayler

24th April

Bruce Dunlop

24th Jan

Steve Smith

1st May

Doug Toppazzini

8th May

Ray Lind

15th May

David Toulson

22nd May

Veronica Lind

29th May

Mike Bullock

5th June

Rod Davison

12th June

Bruce Dunlop

Volunteers are still required for this roster. If you can help please phone Rod on
0419632477
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AVIATION RHAPSODY

HYGIENE PRACTICES
In light of the recent developments regarding
COVID-19 (Coronavirus), we're taking a number
of steps to ensure that all of us continue to have
a safe and positive flying experience.
1. Wash your hands before and after flying for at
least 20 seconds each time.
2. Anti-bacterial wipes are available in the
aircraft for you to wipe down seats and
panels.
3. Stay home if you are not feeling well.

FLYING COMP LUNCH ROSTER

QUIZ
The airport where superheroes take off. Can
anyone tell me where Batman Airport is?

AVIATION EVENTS
22 March 2020
Flying Comp at PQQ
28 March 2020
Fly & Spy plus presentation dinner

2020

17 May 2020

22 March @ PQQ

No Lunch

Flying Comp and BBQ lunch at CMH

19 April

Michelle Toppazzini

30 - 31 May 2020

17 May @ CMH

Anne Hayler

Drive or fly-in to Yamba

21 June

Veronica Lind

19 July

Gayle Kee

16 August

Jan Burgess

20 September

Lan Young

18 October

Fran Smith

15 November

Helen Smith

Hi, we have put above volunteers as
placeholders. Please confirm that you will be
able to host lunch on above dates by
contacting Veronica on 0407779828 or email
marketing@hdfc.com.au.

FOLLOW US
https://www.facebook.com/HDFCPMQ
Members can join our Facebook Group - https://
www.facebook.com/groups/HDFCgroup/
https://www.instagram.com/hdfcpmq

https://www.hdfc.com.au/news
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INFORMATION
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

AIRCRAFT FOR HIRE
Sling - $150/hour ($180/hour for non-members)

Phillip Irvine
Duane Stace
Connor Warneken
Lachlan Kelly
Amy Irvine
Jabyn Beddoe
Riley Langdon
Jon Bown
Jacob Dowd

Cessna 172 VH-WXA - $250/hour (contact Rod)
Cessna 182 VH-DUZ - $250/hour (contact David Mitchell)

All members can ask to join our private Facebook Group https://www.facebook.com/groups/HDFCgroup/

MEMBERSHIPS
JOIN THE CLUB - If you wish to join us as a member of
the Hastings District Flying Club, please download our
Membership Kit here - http://goo.gl/jlK4C7
Flying membership - $100
Social membership - $45
Junior membership - $11

FLIGHTS
Discovery Flight - $150 - purchase online http://bit.ly/
hdfcTIF or call us
Hangar rental - $190 per month

MERCHANDISE
Visit our online store - https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store

When you’re
seriously hoarding
toilet paper

Shirt - $35
Broad brim hat - $25
Cap - $20
Cloth badge - $4
Come Fly With Me Book - $5
Fly Boy Book by Geoff Litchfield - $20

PAYMENT OF ACCOUNTS
Members who direct deposit account payments are reminded
to reference their deposit with their name. This includes
deposits made at Regional Australia Bank branches.
The bank details are:
Regional Australia Bank, Hastings District Flying Club,
BSB: 932 000
Acct No: 500021367

Please send comments to editor@hdfc.com.au
Publisher of Propwash: VERMILION PINSTRIPES

You can also pay your account with EFTPOS or a Visa or
Mastercard, but you will need to come to the club. We are unable
to take such payments over the phone.
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HDFC SHOPPING

HDFC GIFTS

Available at the club house or online https://www.hdfc.com.au/online-store

Come Fly With Me:
History of HDFC $5

Fly Boy by Geoff
Litchfield at $20

HDFC cap $20

HDFC 2020 Calendar $15
Order now online or via email marketing@hdfc.com.au
Discovery Flights $150

Hastings Distric Flying Club

MENs SHADOW polo
P501MS
carbon blue
Logo Left chest
850mm x 850mm
Embroidery

Ladies SHADOW polo
P501Ms
Carbon blue
Logo LEft chest
850mm x 850mm
Embroidery

$35

Size
Garment ½
Chest (cm)

S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

5XL

Size

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

52

54.5

57

60

64

70

79

Garment ½
Chest (cm)

46.5

49

51.5

54

56.5

59

62

65

68
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MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE &
FLYING INSTRUCTORS
President
Vice President/Club Captain
Chief Flying Instructor
Secretary
Treasurer
Editor, Marketing and Communications
Facilities Manager
Events Manager/RAAus Senior Flying Instructor
Aircraft Maintenance Co-ordinator
RAAus & GA Flying Instructor
RAAus Senior Flying Instructor
RAAus & GA Senior Flying Instructor
RAAus Flying Instructor

Rod Davison | T: 0419 632 477 | E: president@hdfc.com.au
Ray Lind | T: 0428 820 698 | E: lindflight@gmail.com
Steve Smith | T: 0405 775 192 | E: cfi@hdfc.com.au
Bruce Dunlop | T: 0414 594 223 | E: secretary@hdfc.com.au
David Toulson | T: 0418 668 355 | E: treasurer@hdfc.com.au
Veronica Lind | T: 0407 779 828 | E: marketing@hdfc.com.au
Mark Crawford | T: 0415 554 619 | E: mc.1961@bigpond.com
Mike Bullock | T: 0412 237 787 | E: mrbullock@iinet.net.au
Douglas Toppazzini | T: 0410 184 606 | E: dougtoppazzini@gmail.com
John Hayler | T: 0414 580 246 | E: charliervictor44@hotmail.com
Bob Needham | T: 0481 327 931 | E: induna191@gmail.com
David Massey | T: 0403.925.462 | E: david@massey.nu
Rod Hall | T: 0418 229 232 | E: rod@jetfighter.com.au

HASTINGS DISTRICT FLYING CLUB
P.O. Box 115, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444
T: (02) 6583 1695

|

E: president@hdfc.com.au

www.hdfc.com.au

HASTINGS DISTRICT FLYING CLUB
is where Aviators, their families and friends come
together to share their flying dreams since 1958
Since 1958, the Hastings District Flying Club (HDFC) Port
Macquarie brings aviators, their family and friends together to
share their flying dreams.
HDFC encourages air-mindedness and interest in aviation in the
youth of the Hastings district. It operates a flying club and
recreational aviation flying school with a hangar and club house
at Port Macquarie Airport on the NSW Mid North Coast. Friday
night is Club Night from 5pm, with a sausage sizzle every 1st
Friday— visitors welcome.
Club membership is $100 (flying) and $45 (social). The club
owns a Sling which is available for hire by HDFC Members for
$150/hr (including GST).
A monthly flying competition and BBQ lunch is held at the Port
Macquarie Airport on the 3rd Sunday of each month.

HASTINGS DISTRICT FLYING CLUB
P.O. Box 115, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444
T: (02) 6583 1695 | E: president@hdfc.com.au

www.hdfc.com.au

